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The explosion and crash of Russian Metrojet Airbus A321-200 over Egypt’s Sinai peninsula
raises ominous new questions. There are going to be numerous theories bandied about in
the course of another long international “investigation”, accompanied with endless political
spin from all sides.

We hear numerous variations that boil down to two basic theories: catastrophic mechanical
failure or bomb.

Many officials  have already ruled out  a  missile  strike  because there was no evidence of  a
missile launch nor an engine burn. US satellites detected heat around the plane before the
explosion, but the cause of the heat is unknown. In an Associated Press account, US aviation
analyst Paul Beaver stated, “It doesn’t tell us if it was a bomb, or if someone had a fight in
the airplane with a gun—there is a whole raft of things that could happen in this regard.”
Adding to  the mystery,  Beaver  also noted that  in  the event  of  a  fuel  tank or  engine
explosion,  “engines  are  designed  so  that  if  something  malfunctions  or  breaks  off,  it  is
contained  within  the  engine”.  The  plane  broke  up  at  high  altitude.

Most  recently,  British  officials  have  more  strongly  suggested  that  a  bomb  was  the  cause.
And now, US intelligence officials are coming forward to embrace the idea of a bomb.

Looking past the political smoke, one scenario deserves scrutiny.

The Islamic State (IS) has taken responsibility for the incident. In a manifesto, the IS claimed
to have brought down the Russian plane in retaliation for Russian military intervention in
Syria.

Egyptian officials immediately derided the claim as propaganda that damages the image of
Egypt. But at the same time, the authenticity of the IS propaganda has not been debunked.
The nature of  the propaganda was in  keeping with  previous manifestos;  CIA standard
procedure. There is “insufficient evidence” to support the claim, but there never is sufficient
evidence. By design.

Given the amply documented fact that the IS (ISIS, ISIL, etc.) is a creation of US intelligence,
and function as assets and military-intelligence fronts of the CIA and Washington—financed,
recruited and trained by the US and its allies— why shouldn’t the claims of responsibility be
taken at face value?

In an era in which false flag atrocities and deception have constituted US foreign policy, it is
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in no way inconceivable that forces aligned with Washington committed yet another act of
terrorism, another act of war, to send a message of warning and/or provocation to Moscow.

This  is  by  no  means  the  first  time  that  the  downing  of  a  plane  has  been  exploited  for
political purpose, aimed at Russia. The false flag shootdown of MH-17 and the cover-up and
propaganda  that  followed  offers  a  ghastly  example.  The  history  of  American  covert
operations  is  rife  with  atrocities  involving  planes.

The  CIA  is  opportunistic,  flexible,  and  selective  with  its  work.  In  this  conveniently-timed
case, Washington can deny terrorism, warn about terrorism, poo-pooh the jihadist rhetoric
(sourced to their own propaganda machine), and express sympathy, all at the same time
that a brutal political message is sent to Moscow.

This scenario is not merely “conspiracy theory” when viewed against current big picture
realities,  and  the  fact  that  a  superpower  war  is  underway.  As  chronicled  by  Michel
Chossudovsky:

While the media narrative acknowledges that Russia has endorsed the counter-
terrorism  campaign,  in  practice  Russia  is  (indirectly)  fighting  the  US-NATO
coalition  by  supporting  the  Syrian  government  against  the  terrorists,  who
happen to be the foot soldiers of the Western military alliance, with Western
mercenaries and military advisers within their ranks. In practice, what Russia is
doing is fighting terrorists who are supported by the US.

The forbidden truth is that by providing military aid to both Syria and Iraq,
Russia is (indirectly) confronting America.

Moscow will be supporting both countries in their proxy war against the ISIL
which is supported by the US and its allies.

Russia  is  now  directly  involved  in  the  counter-terrorism  campaign  in
coordination  with  the  Syrian  and  Iraqi  governments.

In fact, as written in Tru Publica, the war in Syria is not about the Islamic State.

In fact,

“the countries involved in this war are now from all four hemispheres of the
planet who are now represented and engaged in a conflict  that will  definitely
be a fight to the very end.”

We can even go beyond this measured view. From Ukraine to Syria, to hot spots across the
Middle  East  and  North  Africa,  we  are  witnessing  an  increasingly  open  war  between
Washington and Russia, no different than the Cold War (Vietnam, etc.) but with stakes even
higher,  engulfing  far  more  of  the  planet.  Add  to  this  the  increasing  tensions  between  the
United  States  and  China,  and  the  map  of  the  global  conflict  is  literally  worldwide.  What
cannot be argued is that the war between the superpowers is intensifying, perhaps past the
brink.

The downing of a Russian passenger plane and the death of hundreds of Russians would
mean nothing to the war criminals with grand aspirations of conquest for the geography and
resources of the most resource-rich chunks of the Earth.
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Russia  has  openly  and  resolutely  waged  effective  military  counter-terrorism  operations
against the terror fronts of the US and NATO—all jihadist terrorist armies, including ISIS, ISIL,
Al-Qaeda, and Al-Nusra, which are all US and CIA fronts. What Moscow has done is call
Washington’s bluff and upping the ante.

Put simplistically, Moscow said:

“If you (US-NATO) truly wish to combat terrorism throughout the region, then
we will ‘help you’, by actually doing it.”

These  operations  were  followed  by  agonized  and  flummoxed  whines  from Washington,  as
more and more of the Anglo-American empire’s terror assets have been hampered from
their massive attempt to topple the Assad regime. The Vienna-Geneva Peace Talks are a
charade that buys time for Washington to counter the Russian actions.

Moscow, acting as the actual “good guys”, have “ruined everything”; ripped the “false good
guy”  mask  off  of  Washington’s  massive  criminal  operation.  This  embarrassment  to  the
empire  had  to  be  met  with  a  desperate  reply.

Was Metrojet Airbus A321-200 part of this response? The message from the Islamic State
(aka the CIA) clearly was.

The message was received: Russian President Vladimir Putin’s spokesman Dmitri Peskov
quickly rejected any connection between the crash and the Russian military operation in
Syria, while Putin himself has vowed that nothing will succeed in scaring them off.
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